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TM3000.The solution for sustainable farming.

Increased lug base 
diameter to improve 
manoeuvrability and reduce 
stress in the shoulder area

Sharp inclination of the 
lug to provide excellent 
stability on slopes

Rounded shoulder 
profile to prevent 
stubble damage, 
results in high 
durability

Inter-lug terracing 
at the base of the 
lug to maximise 
the self-cleaning 
capability of the 
tyre

Rounded lug base to 
support the tyre during 
combine steering

Printed on 
recycled paper

The new TM3000, designed according to the                             Technology, is the Trelleborg’s 
answer to the latest and future generations of harvesters and combine machines. 
A new tread pattern, along with the advanced carcass design, maximise the load capacity of the tyre 
at low inflation pressure.

TM3000 respects the soil and boosts crop yield 
while preserving the environment. Matching 
sustainable and precision farming approaches, 
TM3000 is the right choice to increase the 

productivity of your farm, lowering overall 
operating costs whilst looking after the safety 
and comfort of the operators.
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Extra widefootprint
The latest tests performed by Trelleborg show that the TM3000’s footprint is up to 5% wider than its 
premium competitor.

FOOTPRINT INDEX
Size: IF 800/70R32 CFO

Higher is
better

Test conditions
Tyre Load: 13,175 kg
Field conditions: 15 Cyc 
(cyclic application)
Inflation pressure: 2,4 bar

100% 95%

TM3000 Premium Competitor

Up to
+5%

The larger contact area of the TM3000 
significantly reduces soil compaction. The 
wide footprint area provides better flotation 

characteristics than competition, respecting the 
soil and preserve its organic life by minimising 
mechanical damage caused by compression.

GROUND CARE INDEX

TM3000 Premium Competitor

Lower is
better

+5%
Flotation
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SIZE Tread
Pattern

SW
mm

OD
mm

SLR
mm

RC
mm SRI Rim Permitted Rims Type

VF 620/70R26 CFO
173A8

Design data
TM3000 600 1505 725 DW20B TUBELESS

650/75R32 
172A8

Design data
TM3000 618 1817 820 5500 825 DW20B TUBELESS

IF 800/65R32 CFO
178A8

TM3000 755 1850 810 5575 875 DW27B TUBELESS

IF 800/70R32 CFO
182A8

TM3000 775 1950 850 5845 925 DW27B TUBELESS

IF 800/70R38 CFO 
184A8

TM3000 780 2050 905 6160 975 DW27B TUBELESS

TM3000

New

New

Trelleborg South Africa Pty Ltd
Old Heidelberg Road, C/O Nederveen Highway and Philips Road

Phone: 011 865-3110 – Fax: 011 865-2965
Email: TWS.SA.Info@trelleborg.com

www.trelleborg.com/wheels/za
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